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A VOTE FOR THE CONSTITUTION
IS A BLOW FOR FREEDOM.

e-

-

j

is not a patriot.
not vote on Saturday, January
The man
not care for the
has any.
children
not
an undesirable
the Comrnonwealth.
prosperity or the growth
Citizen.
the rights
vote
the Constitution means the bestowal
the
the President
Congress, the right to vote
ship, representation
land worth at
United States. It means the bestowal 9,000,000 acres
the Territory or a gift
$200
the
least
system, it
every man, woman and child. It means the abolition the
means the rending chains that have fettered, the influx
capital, the
resources, prosperity, opportunity and prosperity to every
development
and
it meant
man and woman, . means
vote for it.
citizen
every
nothing

--

$40,-00- 0

4

4

.ii;.;..

$25,-00-

0

Be Sure to Vote and Vote Early.

!
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fcSE TWO

DON'T WORRY.
P.
Mrs. Emma
Memphis, Tenn
"I
Looney, of this place, says:
suffered misery for nearly
eight
years but since taking Cardui, I am
much stronger, and I haven't missed
a single meal. I hardly know how to
express my gratit ide." Don't worry
about your symptoms Cardui helps
ri:auc
you to get it. iaKe laruui,
other tonics and medicines do not
contain its peculiar ana success! ui
ingredients imported especially for
its manufacture. Half a century of
success, has stamped Cardui with the
seal of public approval. During this
time, Cardui has Denemeu a munuu
women. Why not you? Try it,

NEV? MEXICAN,

SANTA FE, N.

NORWAY HAS MUTUAL CONSENT DIVORCE LAW.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 10, 1911.

TO.

SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
YIELD TO ZEMO.

and Wife Agree to Separate They Can Do So Without
Public Law Suit.

Established 1856.

LIQUID PREPARATION
FOR EXTERNAL USE.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
Jan. 10. Norway's skin or scalp of infant or grown per- Copenhagen
"mutual consent" divorce law has son of pimples, blackheads, dandruff,
ueen m enec.T. now lor jusi. .i : ;ar , eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
and has, in the whole, been thorough-- ; Ivy poison or any other form of skin
Even :
scalp eruption, that they will give
lv satisfactory in its working.
the clergy, which looks with disfavor your money back if you are not entireimon divorce is inclined to concede ly satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.
that the law has tended to a higher
The first application will give
standard of morality.
relief and show an improve
Under the Norwegian law m. n and prompt
ment and in every instance where
women have equal rights and responused persistently, will destroy the
If a man and his wife
sibilities.
germ life, leaving the skin in a clean.
agree to dissolve the marriage they
or co iilaints "ciLUJ' wuuiuuu.
need no public
Let us show you proof of 6ome re- each other.
Separ: on al-- l
I

I

'

law-suit- s

THE DAILY

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

ROUND

UP.

against
ways is granted by the

.uica uouc uj

istrate

ni:

WITH

E VA SB EEG 1 S'i EK T I K 1 1 S
F
CAfcH
ALL
TIC Ufi r b

MISSING.
His typewriter's covered
his chair
ran force the separation if t; e other
Is empty, his desk is in trim;
has been unfaithful or is a drunkard
never was so when he used to sit or
the mate or the children
there
or uses the income to the family's
And hammer out "copy" with vim,
dislike to
ruin, or has a
The cigarette stubs that he left in a the consort.
row
The minister of justice, in case
Are gone, and the table is clean;
the
couple is not agreed, dcides the
Tint give nie the mess that the place
issue, and says which shall have the
used to show
In the case of
And the click of his busy machine. children.
ment, where only one person wants
marriat:? cannot
He used to come in with his hat on the separation, the
be dissolved by divorce ir.til after
his ear
Alter a ditwo year's separation.
And a limp cigarette on his lip,
ma ry again.
can
vorce
either
an
party
With a smile that was crooked,
eye that was clear
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
And a tongue that was fluent and
On the package when you buy Fo
flip.
He'd bank up his coat on the hook ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
colds. None genuine without the Bee
overhead,
Tilt his chair to the proper degree, Hive. Remember the name, Foley'sRun his hands through his hair, Honey and Tar and reject any substitute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
which was curly and red,
And write like a cyclone set free,

of

Mens

and

Boys

Fine Shoes
See our Window Display
that gives a dressey appearance
SHOES that wear.

SHOES

John Pfleuger

Compliments and
Best Wishes for a
Happy & Prosperous

deep-roote-

NEW LINE

Extend the Season's

m

it and it will return the smole. Use
a hammer on it and great will be the
breakage.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(06872
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
,

imn-agre- e

A

1911 : NEW YEAR : 1911
SELI6MA1N BROS CO.

a 32 page booklet now to prewhen it is demanded by both parties. give you
serve
skin. The Capital Pharmathe
not
rre
wife
and
If the husband
Store.
cy
Drug
and silent. agreed on separation either person

l

W E C, 1 V

when pegging

away,

7, 1911.

8391-0687-

2

2

scribed, before the register or receiver, U. S. land office, Santa Fe. N. M.,
on the 23d day of February, 1911.
Claimant names a switnesses:
Octabiano Rodriguez, Jose Ynez
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.

NEWSPAPER MAKING.

j

NEW YEAR

o

j

sometimes,

January

Notice is hereby given that Adelai-dMartinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 10, 1905, made homestead
NW
for W
entry No.
W
SW
Section 24, Township 14 N., Range 11 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above de-

.

And

Incorporated 1903

A CLEAR

If Husband

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

FOR

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

IN THE CITY

Phone 39

MANUEL B. OTERO,

I

forget
Register.
That he isn't ono of us still.
(Mrs O. A. Foster in the Clayton
And I'll start to say, "Jim, got a good
Citizen.)
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
start a by local applications, as they cannot
It is a great venture
cigarette?"
And turn toward his battered old newspaper.
reach the diseased portion of the!
"mill."
It is a greater venture 'o keep the ear. There is only one way to cure
And then I'll remember that "30" is in enterprise going.
deafness, and that is by constitution-- ,
For him who once sat in that spot;
it is an adventure if you succeed. al remedies. Deafness is caused by
And wel:, I redouble my hurry and; Money is a great help in running a an inflamed condition of the mucous!
din
newspaper. It is also a great help lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
In w iting the story I've got.
!to have some enemies
the tube is inflamed you have a rum
It is also a help to have a few bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
His Angers will nevermore clatter the good friends, till you lind out that when it is entirely closed," Deafness
keys;
itheir friendship is measured by what is the result, and unless the inflamma
His life and his stories are done. you can get 'em.
tion can be taken out and this tube
Those stories as brisk as the keen
if you also have friends for what restored to its normal condition, hear-Western breeze
they can get you that friendship ing will be caused by Catarrh, which!
Another will take up his run.
soon have a limburger odor.
i will
(is nothing but an inflamed condition
Another will cover assignments hej Politics may make strange bedfel-- of the mucous surfaces.
never
ilows.
had;
but the
We will give One Hundred Dollars
newspaper
He s gone, but the world mustn t reaches the Ostermoor in politics.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
lose
Starting a newspaper to air one's catarrh) that cannot be cured bv
us Taies oi ine saa ana me Daa ana; opinions is like building a brewery to Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu- tne glad
get a drink.
lars, free.
Its regular quota of news.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
Newspapers are
Said by Druggists, 75c.
They tell the truth to a thousand,
A newspaper man's always
moving while you are telling one man a lie
Take Hall's Family Pills for
aout,
about 'em.
He seldom stays long in a place;
It would require an injunction by
And yet when he leaves, why, you the supreme courts to keep some
a doubt
lows from appropriating to their own
On Pressing Occasions
that you 11 see him again, face to ease what you say in print, but this
face;
class usually keep themselves on
But 'tis well; it's different; this is their own minds, anyway, and need a
the end.
little ballast for balance.
And the office won't seem just the
A newspaper is a mirror. Smile at
j

j

;

Shoe Specialist.
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

1

i

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

hydra-heade-

d

j

PHone Red 100

Phone Red 100

;

j

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

,

THOVUS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

j

Why, the HARDWARE STORE is just the place to buy sensible,
useful Christmas gifts.
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Ranges
and a thousand and one other things will make presents your family or your friends will like.
Don't throw your money away buying some trashy present, but
come to us and buy a sensible gift.

If

it.

WP.ffiSS

Hardware

We have it.

same.

:

Irrigation and Farm

: :

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

eprp

PRANK F. GORMLEY
Agent.

Wholesale

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

STOCK

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
PHONE
BLACK

A

A

Cf

Til

'FH

PU
lfL.nOUII
LIT DC

FE- -

PHONE AC
BLACK T

L, That the New Year we are just entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
i T
year fun of (ealtn and pr0Speriiy: with thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

11

7

Hfir
J Ul WiNn
loll
I

Will Trade With
II. C.

"fellow-reporter-

Divorce Suit
Filed A
divorce
has
suit
been
filed
in. the
District Court for Santa Fe County,
No, 7021, entitled Carlota M. Baca vs.
Bernado Baca; the grounds
alleged
in the complaint being desertion,
and cruelty.
Domestic Infelicity at Las Vegas
"It is rumored that one of Las Vegas'
popular young married couples has
decided to try the single life again.
This is quite a surprise to their
friends and it is hoped that the blanket of discord will soon be patched
up." Las Vegas Optic.
Death at Las Vegas Mrs. A. M.
Bock, aged 33 years, died at Las Vegas. Mrs. Bock had been in New
Mexico several weeks for the benefit
of her health.
Part of the time she

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT ts guaranteed to cure
any case of Itching. Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Plies in 6 to 14 days or money re
funded,

Claivoyant

BE SURE
and call upon this marvelous man.
Rarely do you have the OPORTINITY
of consulting with as gifted a person

when you need your clothing, or any
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accom
plish it yourself because you will lose
both time and temper and probably

ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a profesas this Prof. VICTOR.
sional jh that will thoroughly satisfy
He Tells You all you wish to you in promptness, excellence
ana
know. Tells you about your business
reasonable price.
affairs, love, divorces, diseases, separations, wills, deed, mortgages, etc.
He reunites the separated, restores
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
lost affections, teaches you how you
one
even
win
the
love,,
you
may
though miles away.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

spent at a mountain resort, but went
to Las Vegas about five weeks ago.
Her husband is proprietor of the
REMEMBER
Bock Priutery in Chicago.
Scouts at Las Vegas It Is
Boy
He gives names, dates, PLAZA BARBERSHOP
likely that a patrol of the Boy Scouts
facts and figures.
will be organized in Las Vegas soon.
For i9 years the only
George Fitzsiramons, secretary of the
first class tonsorial parlor
FEES
FEES
50c & $1.00.
V. M. C. A. met with a number of
the
in Santa Fe.
boys of that city Saturday and talked
All Business Confidential
over the project. The boys showed
OUR NEW PITCH
much interest and it is believsd they
TREATMENT
HOUR 9 to 9 HOUR
will enter into the movement with enthusiasm.
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
Another meeting will he Prof. GEO. W. VICTOR.
held Friday evening at which, formal
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
organization likely will be effected. North West Corner of Lincoln & Palace other scalp irritations. We also

Yontz Jeweler
San Francisco St.

Deaths at Albuquerque.
Gianconio
Tabasco, the thirteen-daold son of
Giaconio Tabasco, died at Albuquerque of pneumonia.
William
Elbert
Hagler, aged 3 years, died at Albuquerque, after a residence in the
Duke City of about three years.

car ry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

The Struggle, for Statehood
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
By

For LaGrippe Coughs and Stuffy Colds
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It
gives quick relief and expels the cold
from your system. It contains no
opiates, is safe and sure. Sold at

Capital Pharmacy.

OF EFFORT.
Hon. L. B, PRINltK

The Book of the Time
If you would discuss the subject
Intelligently.
AA
Mailed on
receipt of
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING Oo,
Santa Fe, N. M

tl
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Screened

CELEBRATED PALMIST
Spirit Medium

Stop That Gough
hannacy

RETAIL.

AISD

PROF. GEO. W. VICTOR

&

Wood

WHOLESALE

BOe.

:kerrs

Sole Agents For
IMERNATIONAL

"
and also my
friend
He is through with the newspaper
game.
Berton Braley
in the Saturday
Evening Post.

My

HERPICIDE.DE

BATHS

LUXE QUININE

BATHS

&

FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

KraTCo?.
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting

--

-

Should be accompanied wth some little remembrance,
we still have a fine assortmen t of attractive, low pied

novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the "Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
made
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLI
Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
fen Qipr Avem

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONB RED 122.
'

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.
Phone 213

Pharmacy

TUESDAY, JANUARY 10, 1911.
SANTA FE COUNTY'S PLAIN DUTY
IS VOTE FOR CONSTITUTION.

REASON.

A GOOD

irta

.

Fe People Can Teii Yoii
It Is So.

V"hy

Continued

from Page One.

.

'

SANTA FE NEW jffEXICAN, SANTA

whether we get statehood or notr
that you and
your children should remain in pov-- j
erty and want and become poorer!
than you are. The man who says
so cares nothing for his family. But
that surely is not the spirit of the
people of Santa Fe county. Statehood
will put them in line to accumulate
property; drive away want; and make
in their homes.
them comfortable
This statehood will place it in j l.ir

Do you mean to say

'

entire expense at the outside rhaking
$70,000 in all extra each year under
a state form of government
'But there is something you are
wing out now that you will not have
pay out then. What will you get
f;r that land? At $4 an acre you
V)ild have $36,000,000, and at 5 per
r.at that would give you $1,800,000
That would
ery year of income.
an interest for your schools, to
h ild them up, to build up tne pupus
them
tending them and to make
iid forth into honorable citizens the
jqtial of those found in any part of
God's green earth."

Lean's Kidney Pilla cure the cause
disease, and that is why tie cures
Tills remedy
re always lasting.
frengtheas and tones up the kidneys,
wiping them to drive cut of the body
be liquid poisons that cause back-.':he- ,
headache and distressing kidney
"&d urinary eomplainta. Santa Fe rso
; i3 testify to permanent cures,
Joee Ortls y Baca, Alto St, Santa
'e, N. M., says: "la 1907 I procur-j- i
Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
pains In my back which had
troubled me for three years. Doaa'e
liidney Pills brought prompt reiiei
a
proved bo satisfactory that
public statement ir. their favor. Nor.
after two and a half years have psaa--

HE

power.
"As I said a few minutes ago any
or.o nere who does not want tms
'hood and its blessings ough; to go
away: ho ought not to show himself;
to get away if he can find a
place to go; he ought to hike to t,
seashore and drown himself tliineh
tcr) and tumble into a fiery pit and
(More laughter.) That
Mr. Catron then discussed present burn up.
such a man ought to do. I do
day taxation for schools and pointed
out how under statehood these would not believe any one here would oeu-pthat position.
be escaped. He continued:
''I spoke of your duty of voting, but
"There are $300,000 to JlOrt.OflO
saved to you from taxation. And re- you have another duty and that is to
member when you take the state on take others to vote. There are souk
yourself you take with it those nine people who would not have you dr.
million acres of land. If you can cut this. They want you to wait on this
off from your expenses $2."ifl.non you matter until the territory is iti
They want another enwould have $200,000 of a surplus in own control.
Is there a soul in the abling act, and then they won't pay
your favor.
whole territory who sees this and that debt. They will exact that pound
yet decline to become a citizen of of flesh you have read about. (Laughthe United States? Is there a man ter.) You will be driven from this

jr

1

id, I gladly confirm every word C," Uat
Veetimonal. I can add that I nave
since used Doan's Kidacy Pills, giving
:iiem a more thorough trial ana 'aave
"sceived great reliet I kazi7 that
ifcU remedy is a sure eura f'-- r back-ish- e
and kidney complaint'
?or sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
r,at8.
.V'ott York, sol-- areata for the United

rE.lf.lt

A6E THREJ

stitution if there is breath in you."
Mr.
Cheers and applause greeted
Catron as he took his seat and the
band struck up a lively nine.
Governor Mills.

win
1

Chairman Owen tben railed upon
Governor Mills to address the meeting. Mr. Mills had enter. "1 the hall
atwith Mrs. Mills and had
Mr. Cattentively to the speech
ron. Mr. Mills was in good voire and
He had j .t returned
good humor.
from a strenuous statehu ,d campaign
.nd he talked vigorously or. the issue
f the day. He spoke as f diows:
ui
"Mr. Chairman, Ladles
!:Mt I did not come to
vith the intention of tnakn. a speech.
;
hat you
simply came in order
.:iignt all know if you had ny doubt
that. I myself and the adi lustration
rviro are
f the Territory of New
'he adop-rrv heartily in favor
'ion of the constitution b !:

'

;'
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g

rtrd

r
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'
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WANTED- Comoeteat eook. Jirs
A. Hughes.
FOR KENT Four room, mce'
louse. Apply R. H. Hanca.

A

,

TOR

'
Jcket

-

Rmu

RENT

fr acuMkoepiag.

FOR

i

--

tM

wni

)t4

Garti-- -

SALE Return wipti
Denver. Ctdl at Una

.

FOR RENT Six rati rurt.t:W
locution in town, leaj
i.ix to eighteea montns. O. C. V.'a:v
i Co.

'

A

.

on January 21. I hardh
be called on nor do I :

'

a ;:,f

i

Cr::t!e-meetin-

'

'

A M.

iuse best

- '

-:

'

.

-

j.

.

;.

PIANO FOR SALE Good iui
on account of leaving city,
it a sacrifice for cash. :44 Ctrr;i:

to

hie to
make a very lengthy add;, s.
itreet
n trav"For a week past. I Inn.eling over the territory
thej
TYPEWRITERS
northern counties to th.- ':; (Irande
ron-i- t
'leaned,
to
this
the
adjusted and repaired. Mtr
pnssau,help
'.alley,
la'eotB furnished. Ribbons and aar
Terriut ion by the voters r:
j lies.
herever
Typewriters sold, exchanged
tory of New Mexico. ...,-.nd rented. Standard isakes handled.
on hear
you travel in the terri'orj
'
'
Jl repair .rork and ype writers gua.:-'stories' how people stand, bow the
jvies.
nteed.
name Doan's and
Hanu ?, Typewriter F:-- :
on
of
the
this
feel
f5eiEc alter
voters
- fjctfc-ar.- '
harge. Ftotse BbcK 2jL
ronstitution. A little owr a vrf-- ago
I'mta Ana
I saw in the papers that
"WANTED
in
!irp. Agents
county, that great county of great
Notice for Publication.
Heaho ant. Accident Issur--.7resources, was going to voir down the
.
Department of the Interior,
txcclient
ronstitution. Yet I was more than
..ice, T (Hock Cc:':.
V. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
IOT
ft
Write at
pnrtn.-.'tto find that the i"op!i- there
surprised
"
K?-1December 14, 1910.
once for Territory, t.
etc., to
are SOLID for it, and will roll up a
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
Marcus 1'. Kelly, Cv,.
of 700 to l.Ono in favor of it.
Agent,
majority
Insura
Vlanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on j
Issued the cidenial Life
Hon. Thomas B. Catron
I attended a meeting on that cold Mayor Arthur Seligman, Who With
pany,
en-- j
x
Ml
" ifpierque,
Crimes armory.
Call ffor
Las
o
in
Accident
August 4, 1905, made homestead
night
Monday
Meeting.
Department,
r,
Z
IP'S
NE
NW
for
N. M ."
There were several speakers, among
try, No.
NW 4 of section 15,
i
and SE
them Mr. Larrazolo, who made a
most eloquent address, .fudge Fall. as here about this and they assured ron, so logical and so convincing and going to be levied on your rh; kens,
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
,
Judge Parker and others also spoke. me that San Miguel county will give which covered so nicely the ground, your burros, your small possi ssiiais.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
it would be an impossibility for me to
4?
The hall was packed to suffocation 'J.imo majority for the constitution.
to make final
proof, to eaI
Pay no attention to misrepresentaheard repeat I heir talks, lint before begin- tions and false statements but work
"Mora county was 'doubtful'
and the people of Las ('rure, took a
tablish claim to the land above de-- j
so last Saturday. 1, myself, and Marga-rit- ning to say the little
haw to say
deep interest in the constitution.
scribed, before register or receiver U.
0
hard, work earnestly to see- that your
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Romero, Charles A. Spiess and wish to lay emphasis on one thing ballot, and that, of your neighbor is
inquired about this alleged opposition
to it and the only thing I saw was several others went to Mora county. and that is the city of San
A''e'
the 8th day of February, 191L
deposited January 21 thus assuring
a little paper which was described A meeting was held in the court there is a single citizen in the boun- - your protection and that of your dej
Claimant nam-- s as witness:
as a tempest in a tea pot (laughter) house. It was one of the most
of Santa Fe county o: in Pantai sceiidants.-- '
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
sf7 '
y.
and one Democrat who oi. posed state- agreeable days in Mora county forjFe city, who, knowing the
antages
Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M.,
hood.
atehood
will come to lnm by
.
years. It may lie difficult to believe wlm-and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
"The next morning we went
to but it is none the less true, for
, know-- ;
by voting for the constitti'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Arc tonic in action, quick in results.
A
was
Mesilla.
Mesilla
Now
saw
invarialmost,
INST
walk
blown
votes
it
board
the
and
lngiy
willingly
Register.
A special medicine for all kidney and
ably gives a large Denim ratio ma- away (Laughter.) That was a fact, it, he should get a ticket for Las
bladder
disorders. Mary C. Abbott,
jority but on Tuesday when we were yet hundreds of people were present gas and enter the asylum
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE,
Wolfeboro. N. II., says- 'I was afflicta mile or two from the town we were at that meeting and they all couldn't (Cheers and much laughter.)
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
ed with a bad case of rheumatism, due
met. by a large procession on foot and get into the room if it had been three
"I say this, gentlemen, for rn!y a to uric arid that
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition!
'
my kidneys failed
men
on
lnu
en- times as large as this one.
ami
we
as
horseback
man of exceedingly weak understand- to clear out of my blood. 1 was so
Mrs. Charles Kline, N. Sth
exactly.
we
saw arches over
tered Mesilla
"Yet people have the courage to get ing or of incurable ignorance could
"Several:
states:
lame iu my feet, joints and back that
St., Easton, Pa.,
the streets, with the words VOTE up and say that Mora county is op- work so
against his own interests on it was agony for me to step. I used
members of my family have been cur-- 1
i
FOR
THE
CONSTITUTION.'
to
the
constitution.
posed
the 21st day of January.
ed of bad coughs and colds by the
Foley Kidney Pills for three days
"We went to the school house and
"The school house at Wagon Mound
Hist day of
use of Foley's Honey and Tar and I
"That
ii.y when I was aide to get up and move
January,
found
there
the children so interest- was packed with children, holies and
am never without a bottle in the
will be a great day. It u ii! about and tie- pains were all gone.
y
ed that on the walls were written in VOTERS. They were there and they friends,
house. It soothes and relieves the ir-- ;
make a page of brilliant dates hut This great ehanee in condition I owe
their childish handwriting Vote for assured me that they will give "")
ritation in the throat and loosens up
brilliant; I do not believe the runs. io Foley Kidney i 'ills and recommend
I was
(he Constitution.' (Applause.)
majority for the constitution. (Ap brilliant, event, in the
the cold. I have always found it a re-- ,
history of out ithem to anyone suffering as I have"
Ana
told
in
that,
WAY
THAT IS THE
Dona
ALL
county there plause.)
liable cough cure." Sold at Capital!
will shine out as that date
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
territory
are not a dozen men who oppose the OVER THE COTNTY! (Applause.)
j
Pharmacy.
constitution.
Of course
This County.
(Applause).
Now every part of the territory is
'there are people who can raise all
kinds of objections to the constitu- going to be benefited by this adoption
v
y'u . V
, "t
tion. Some man who has not a sin-- ! of the constitution but. no part will
gle dollar in the world, not. a cent be more benefited than THIS county,
either and probably never will have because, as Mr. Catron just told you.
(laughter) will be heard saying thai there is a debt that hangs over you.
GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS,
HE is AGAINST the constitution be- - If it is not settled, it may be this
cause it will raise the taxes.
year or next year or five years hence
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
j
"Or take the matter of education, but property is going to be laid down
Returns Thursday and Friday. who desires to repudiate statehood? territory or left an object of poverty.! it. is provided in the constitution that until that debt is paid. Do not FOOL
AGENCY atO. K.. Barber Shop If there is a man willing to do that, Do" you 'want to do that? You know fhe school books must be changed not yourself! You owe that money. You
14 issued those bonds.
he has no right to be a citizen any-- j
And your propthere are laws here that will beoftenpr than once in six ?earsMrs.PO. BRO ATN Agent
is now once in four years. I have a erty is subject, to that debt and if it
where; he should join the Navajo
You
in
be
left
will
1 ask you to go swept away.
in the public schools and I prob- - is not paid the owners will take steps
(Applause.)
Phone No. 23 Red
to your people and every man yho norance anu not oe auoweu to mani-!hlcould afford tn nnv for theco to collect it in some way. It may be
can see and tell him that on January fest interest in any laws.
changes of books but we would all Mr. Catron's property and it may be
21 he should gather to his side two
No Other Place.
have reason to object to unnecessary some poor
man's
property. Who
or three men and see that they too
"There is no other place now left changes of text books. It does seem knows? I think they will take it all.
walk to the polls. Show that the peo-- ' for you to go in the United States, reasonable to suppose that a board of Yet believe that the people of SanLa Salle Restaurant
pie of Santa Fe county are intelligent, Every state and territory is filling education could pick books good for ta Fe county are a sensible, sound
are sensible, and have sufficient ca- up. So you will have to stay here,islx vearsheaded lot of men, ready to do what
well, the only people
CHAS. GANN, Prop
pacity to know that they can remove live in rags and wretchedness all found opposed to this arrangement is thought best, for the interests of
this mortgage and are willing to take the days of your life. They would were tnose who complained that it the people of Santa Fe county. If
Twof boors below F. Andrews' store
the boon offered them. God knows send you
to the BURYING di(1 not sav that llle school board any man does not do so, I must say
MEALS
REGULAR
25c
that it is no crime to take it. It is GROUND practically
in poverty. You don't want should buy books every year! (Laugh thai he does not appeal to me."
your
right. Gentlemen is that. Then on the day of election go;te'r '
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL H0.RS
Too Green to Burn.
there any one here who would not to every man who is a voter and go' "A Person who does not want state
The governor then, with gay good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
50
cents in his pocket when he to his house, his shop, his office, his hHod under anv condition is a person humor, told the "anecdote" of the
put
"
'has but 50 cents? That is what they counter and see that he votes and ,0 whom it is no use talking. But man who had gone to hades and
I"'
y
,
.f
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
are all working for.
fair
man
minded
knows
the
that
on
the
Of
men
some
VOTES
saw
RIGHT!
are;anv
course
there
there
gridiron
20c.
dish.
New Vork Chop Suey
Does it Matter?
plenty of people willing to vote but constitution is a wise constitution and and others suspended on lines or
"Is it true that it 'matters not
under wires drying before the fires. Those
ask vou a sood one, a constitution
they should be reminded.
I.
botn Por ar)(i rich can live, suspended were men of New Mexico
to do this. I ask you as a fellow
v
zen, as a man who has lived with you ""der which both labor and capital who had voted against the constitu
A,
for forty years: I ask it as r worker iire protected a constitution which tion and when the explorer of the
will
govern New Mexico today as well nether regions asked why they were
who has worked with you and for you,
who has labored for your happiness as il
twenty years from now thus put on wires and hung near the
New Mexico Military Institute
in any way in my power; I asJc youlwnen he w111 naV(' a million and a fire, his devilish majesty
replied:
NEW
ROSWELL,
MEXICO,
with all the earnestness in my pow- - half .people. where as today we have "They are too green to burn."
"The West Point of the Southwest"
H
thir1 of a million,
er to help me make us all equal citi- The governor also told the story
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
zens without regard to race or color!
"Last Friday I was asked to attend of the dogs that "got their eyes opArmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
or. any previous condition. (Applause; a meeting at East Las Vegas. The ened." Fie continued: '"Your commitHON. B. M. READ.
"A."
and cheers.) Say to the world and meeting was in the Duncan opera tee that will look after the election
say it, loudly that you have a pride house. The house was packed and must go out. and get voters to open
Through Academic course, preparl. g youu(i
in you and that you love your state 'the meeting was most enthusiastic, their eyes so that on January 21 they
men for college or for business life. Great
Mr. Read then gave some of the his-- j PLAINTIFF FOR DIVORCE
and that you will vote for this con- In Las Vegas the people are the same will put in one ballot. I do not asl
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
AT SIXTEEN YEARS.
of any Military School tn the Union. Located
you to vote every hour as did your tory of New Mexico and referring to
chairman (laughter) but General Kearny in 1818 said:
esteemed
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
"The general entered Santa Fe, Married at Fourteen, but Love Died
every man should put in one ballot.
spot of the West ui &d e'evatlon of ?,700
If this is done I have no doubt that hoisted the American flag and in takWithin Two Weeks After the
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
SO
of the Territory said:
it. will pass.
cent
I
believe
possession
Wedding.
ing
per
Ittie rain or snoy during session,
of the ballots will be for the constitu Ws have come not as conquerors but
Ofhcers
r'leven
and
all
Instructem,
gradufiL'.-- r
tion. (Applause.) But I cannot see why as your friends to make you a part
..it 1
St. Louis. Mo., Jan. 10. Mrs. Minates from star.dard
eastern colleges. Ten
of the American Union.' "
this constitution should not poll
nie Hemmett Gripes, at sixteen a
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
unanimous vote. You know as well as
Mr. Read then said that since that
ed and modern tr all respects
I do that
the chances are that the time not a year had been passed in mother and a plaintiff for divorce, has
'.B K
A fl
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
early
new citizens of this territory will not which an effort had not been made to nothing to say against
be so solicitous for the rights of the get into that Union.
(i, Hamlltoa. Vice Presidents. Phelps White,
The speaker alluded to the election
"There ins't any reason why you
Spanish speaking citizens as the last
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
1S50 and the recent passage of the shouldn't be happy if you marry when
in
been.
convention
constitutional
has
A Flnlay
"
;
JA- riA
.ov even ir this constitution were enabling act. He continued with an you're 11," she says, "provided you
For particulars Mil III unrated catalogue
I didn't, that's
really a bad one, still the elective appeal to the patriotic impulses of a get the right man.
address.
franchise of all
But I'd marry again, after I get
people, saying:
all.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
blood is safeguarded and the rights
"In all the nations of the world my divorce, if the man who suits me
Superintendent,
of going to school are safeguarded when the life of a nation is in jeop- asks me."
and you should vote for the constitu- ardy, the citizens burn with a desire "
Mrs. Grigg met George Grigg at a
tion if nothing else were in it. I to save their country and that debirthday
party while she was visitWhen
sire is known as patriotism.
thank you for your attention."
111., and fell in love with
in
Peoria,
ing
As the governor took his seat he this burning desire makes itself felt,
was then but 13
was cheered. The band played an- the soldier comes forward to battle him, although she
two
other tune and former Mayor Jose D for his land. So iow the time has years old. She says the love died
when
their
weeks
after
marriage,
citizen
come
when every patriotic
Sena arose and offered a resolution
for the appointment of a
should come forward and put that they quarreled and he struck her.
"It was Just two weeks after we
committee of twelve citizens to take ballot in the box on January 21.
were
married that I said something
' '
I
believe
of
not
counthe
the
in
do
"I
this
fear
result,
'
charge
campaign
A1, "
,.
made Joe angry," Mrs. Grigg
a
.which
be
will
a
see
and
that
carried
vote
is pVdled. the constitution
by
ty
heavy
Chairman Owen said he would appoint vote of 4 or 5 to 1 but if possible we said, "and he hit me in the face. I
the committee after the speech of the should make that vote still more over- - never cared for him after that."
next speaker, Hon. B. M. Read. Mr. whelming, we should make it unani- Read spoke in Spanish and Probate mous.
If you appreciate your own Foley's Kianey Remedy An Appre- Clerk Armijo interpreted his speech liberty you will support this constitu
elation.
into English. Mr. Read referred feel- tlon. If we had no other reason we
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elmi-ra- ,
N. Y., writes: "I wish, to express
ingly to the history of New Mexico have a mighty good one in removing
on which he is an authority and dwelt this burdensome debt and keeping the my appreciation of the great good
A'-'iwith great emphasis on the necessity capital here."
30 H. P.
I derived from Foley's Kidney Reme$1,500
of getting statehood, now or never.
Mr. Read, was greeted with prolong- dy, which I used for a bad case of
We repair and care for all makes
,
.
Five bottles did the
He said In part:
ed applause and he concluded his kidney trouble.
1
work most effectively and proved to
Mr. Read's Speech.
.AND
speech saying:
SUPPLIES.
GASOLlNEj
"Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentl"That $200 exemption clause is a me beyond doubt it is the most reemenAfter having heard the speech- mighty good one and it is real. It is liable kidney medicine I have ever
SANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
es of Governor Mills and of Mr. Cat- - folly for people to say that a tax is taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
HON. THOMAS B. CiATRON,
Po3tor-M2buT-
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JUDGING BY THE FRUIT
The saddest spectacle in this age.
is the man willing to work who can
not find work. The following dis
patch from Denver is but a repetition
of similar events the world over: "Becoming weary of daily taking his
place in the line of unemployed in
bureau district,
the employment
Thomas Speakman. 35 years old, in
telligent, honest and sober, attempted
to end his life yesterday afternoon
by severing the radial artery of his
left wrist." The mitigating circumstance in is case was the fact .hat be
had no family.
The number of men out of work,
however, in the United States, is
large. In man instances,
the men are to blame, in others local
conditions, but it is also a fact, that
despite the great prosperity, many
factories and mills are closed, many
railroads have reduced forces and
have suspended improvements, sim-ulbecause of the radical agitation
capital,
arain3t wealth,
against
against busiagainst corporations,
ness, by Socialists and shallow think
ers who seek to cure incidental evils
that must attend national develop-- j
ment and the exploitation of resour-ces.
It is like curing an earache by cut-- ,
onerous
ting off the head, to place
and unjust restrictions and burdens
jupon corporate wealth simply be- have
cause here and there men
abused the power and privilege ttiat
wealth has given them. In the end,
it is the ultimate consumer who suffers, and the man vainly looking for
work and finally despairing,, is the
direct product of the work of the radical agitator.
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1, A. F. & A. H. Reg
mar communication!
first Mondy of eac!
month a Masonic nal
at 7.30 p. m.
K. H. 1 ORA'AN,

Acting Master,
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at .Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. in.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. H. P
VRTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Santa Fe Commanueiy No

Butchers' Bond,
sheet
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censes.
sheet
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaration Jurada,
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I
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:
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jj per cent per annum, on six months' or years5 time.
Liberal
5 advances ni3de on
consignments ef livesicck anj products.
The bank executes all orders of it patrons in the
banking Una,
J and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
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Safety deposit boxes for ret. The patronage of tke
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THE CONSTITUTION IS GOOD.
1, K. T. Regular oonclavi
THE CITY FINANCES.
fourth Monday in eact 100 en un libro. 75c.
Xews
with
I'iinai
in
The
i!s
roji
agrees
history,
For die first time
at Mnonlc Hall at
month
of Santa the New .Mexican that tlia constituContrato de Combustible.
pliego.
probably, the municipality
7:30 p, m.
Documento Sin Garantia,
pliego.
Fe has more than ?1!,"0 in its tion itself is the best refutation of the
J. A. MASSIF. E.C.
he sum is
sheet
Option,
treasury. To be
of its opponents. Says the News:
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
finan- lies
Notas Obligaclonea, 25c por 59.
H is nr. excellent
of
the constitution
'The
copies
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
more
remarkable,
the
cial condition,
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
because it is weHknown that Santa that are being sent out to the voters
Libros de Ele.ccion de Directores
14tn degree. Ancient and Accepted
Fe has only one half the income thai will do more to prove its worth than
The average
Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meen de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
the city of T.as Vega3 with less popu- any other one thing.
inintelon the third Monday of each montl y 40c.
citizen
Xew
has
Mexico
the
one
third
enough
or
lation has:
only
Applicaclon por Llcencia do Matrl-- .
at 7:30 o'clock in the e.ening u
come of Koswell or one sixth the in ligenee to read it. and see that it was
2
of
Plaza
monlo,
pliego.
Masonic Hall, south side
Certainly, not written for the interest of any
'
come of Albuquerque
Certificado
Scottish-Rit- e
cor
de Muerte, 4 pliego.
are
Masons
to
Visiting
The
class.
the
to
for
this
alleged
'jokers'
b"
'special
credit must
given
Certlflcado de Naclmento,
pilego.
tr: and have proven
dially invited to attend.
to be
present city administration. If there have been
y
Reglstracion de Fallecimentos
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
had been a deficit, the aduinistration false alarms. raised mainly for the
25c.
Muertes,
filMaster
Venerable
scare
and
of
and
heads
space
and
purpose
would be blamed,
justly,
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
therefore praise should be just as un- lers, served their purpose and now
$4.
Civil,
Secretary.
reserved. The finances have been the people can see for themselves
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
well handled, for much has been ac- just what the constitution contains.''
Noe. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volTo this the Socorro Chieftain adds
B. P. O. E.
complished the past ten months. The
ume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
AMENDED.
EASILY
at
the oppobusiest part of San Francisco street a warning and a thrust
No. 460, B. P. 6. JS.
Fe
Santa
Lodge
Money's Digest of New Mexico He--j
Mexico
Xew
of
The constitution
on the iec
has been paved; Montezuma avenue nents who mistrust the ability of the
session
holds
its
regular
full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
ports,
and will be easier of amendment than nnd and fourth Wednesdiy of eact
has been macadamized: several new people to govern themselves
Retail
Liquor License. 60 in Book,!
other
of
the
most
and
Texas
of
that
a
state government:
streets have been opened and older their fitness for
month. Visiting brothers are invitee $3.00.
two
me
clinch
To
matter,
widened.
"One of the Demicratic papers of slates.
A. J. FISCHER,
streets straightened and
and welcome.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage;
of amendment are provided
Exalted Ruler 25c each.
J. D. SENA.
There has been more regular and ef- the territory opposing the constitu- methods
Jour
Morning
the
and
Albuquerque
ento
vote
about
a
tion says of those
upon
better
fective street sprinkling:
Secretary.
Notification of Change in Assass--i
is right when it says:
forcement of law by the police; bet- the question of adoption, "many of nai
ment
on
like
by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
seems
almost
reflecting
"It
ter sanitation: better lighting of the them will read the document carefulF. W. FARMER.
General License, 60 In Book, $3.00.
of the voters of
the
intelligence
inminds
Fe
make
up their
ly and will
streets and little by little, Santa
Homestead No. 7329.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
who have read the constituhas been forced into more progres telligently, but a large part of the voBrotherhood of American Yeoman
100 in Book. 75c.
amendment
the
to
tion,
explain
again
sive municipal lines by Mayor Selig-- ting population will listen to the opin
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
County Superintendent's Warrant,
provision.
man and the city council. It is a ions of others." Ana yet tnis same
50 in Book, 35c.
Delgado's Hall.
hard to see how the English
is
"It
record of which any administration paper is one of the most frantic of
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Poll Tax Receipt, 50 In Book. 25c.
language could convey a meaning
the advocates of the referendum!
might be proud.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
more clearly than does the constitu- Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
There was a balance in the general
"People whom it is very desirable tional provision on this point, it
50c.
pages,
fund of the city treasury on the first to attract to New Mexico have al would seem that a high school fresh
Poll Books for Town ElecUon, S
Since ready pronounced our proposed con- man could
of $1,012.95.
of last month
pages, 40c.
grasp it. But in view of
then $:i,023.40 have been added in di- stitution a good one, a better one, in! the fact that opponents of statehood
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
alrect taxes of which almost $2,200 fact, than a majority of the states
are absolutely misrepresenting the
rectors; 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
Qfts and IHa
came from delinquent taxes, which ready possess. Now what would be facts; putting words into the constiuvfv.
,uvt
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
but for the vigilance of the mayor, the effect upon our reputation for in- tution that are not there; deliberateRoad Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
sane
would have been lost to the city. The telligence and for safe and
ly or ignorantly saying that the act is
Book, 25c.
evil impossible of amendment; that it canPAUL A. F. WALTER
receipts from licenses were almost business conditions if by any
Stamps, Etc.
re- not be amended for
Attorney-at-Lainches
One line stamp, not over 2
$2,S(hi and from fines $20. There was chance this constitution should be
'fifty years;' that
New Mexlc
increased it is an ironclad, brass bound, double Santa Fe,
a transfer of $lf,G to the road fund jected? As far as any
long, 15c; each additonal line, 10c
New riveted, immovable and unchangeable
extra.
and $13 paid out on warrants, so that prosperity would be concerned.
Chas. R. Easley.
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HOTEL
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS

IS SUITE WITH PRIVBATE

Cuisine and
Table Service
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Unex

BATH

Large Samples
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

!

....
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The Claire Hotel
HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL,
it is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

2

Prices European Plan, $1.00
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RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
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1-- 2

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

1-- 2

1--2
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THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor, v.
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CORQNADfl HOTEL
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....

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER
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RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED III THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
RATES 60e to
Every Room
G. IUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per day
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Capital Hotel
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1--
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Good Service.
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ATTRACTIVE DINING
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Two Blocks From Depot
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--
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.express rBrwarticr
TO.

if the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg o
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDBFS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Vex
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt
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reissue of pension, rate of
mine to Fairplay for lumber.
granted
Right
El Paso Texas.
N. M., granted increase, rate off $24
near Lehmanu's house Carter was $12 per month from Nov. 28, 1910.
Mrs. Juanita M. de Martinez of per month from Nov, 7, 1910.
shot dead on the seat of his wagon.
Mrs. Kathalina V. de Salazar of
and another fellow was shot and Arroyoseco, N. M., granted accrued
Wagon Mound, N. M., granted origileft for dead. But this second man pension to date of husbands death.
had carried a bible in the left breast
John D. Niswonger of Farmington, nal pension, rate of $12 per month
pocket of his vest. With this book N. M., granted original pension rate from August 22, 1910; also accrued.
Mrs. Maria D. R. de Martinez of
was a copy of president Lincoln's of $12 per month from June 1, 1910.
are just getting acquainted with the
Opposed to Change in Text Books.
Mrs. Mary Motts or Amarllla, Tex., Wagon Mound, N. M., granted origiproclamation freeing the slaves; the
books introduced five years ago, and two
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
rate of $12 nal pension rate of $12 per month
together made a thick package.
To the Editor of the Santa Fe New it has been a hard matter to enforce The bullet intended for his heart granted original pension
from Feb. 15, 1909; also from April 18, 1910; also accrued.
month
per
the text hook law during that time,
Mexican :
Jose Maria Ramires of Dona Ana,
struck this pocket and did not go accrued.
Your editorial in last night's New because parents did not feel able to
N. M., granted reissue of pension,
through, but stunned him. When he
Jonathan S. Ralet of Artesia, N. M.,
Mexican concerning
the probable supply their children with the adopt- came to he was able to describe the
rate of $12 per month from Sept. 26,
il
books,
certainly ed books, and demanded that they be assassins and tell the direction they grantt Increase at rate of $15 per 1910.
change in text
1910.
from
Dec.
month
2,
strikes the nail squarely on the head. taught out of the old hooks, until had taken.
Jose de La Cruz Roibal of E. Las
Richard Hammar of Inez, N. M.,
Every word of it rings true, and you such time as they could afford to
"The day after this tragedy
the granted original pension rate of $6 Vegas, N. M., granted increase, rate
voice the sentiment of every poor buy the ones required by law.
of $15 per month from Nov. 21, 1910.
brother of Col. Shoop and a man per month from July 2, 1907.
Now that statehood is a certainty,
parent of school children in the terMrs. Casimira Escudero de Blea of
named Binkley were shot dead 30
Mrs. Geronima Valdez de Medina
we can well afford to wait until the
ritory.
miles from Lehr.iann's place.
That of Wagon Mound, N. M., granted ori- Santa Fe, N. M., granted original penAs one in position to know just state government Is thoroughly orsion, rate of $12 per month from
set the country on fire. Captain
ginal pension rate of $12 per month Nov. 8, 1910; also accrued.
where the parents stand on this moat ganized, and may be by that time,
who was mining over in Cal- from March 29, 1910; also accrued.
important question, I must say that conditions will warrant the furnish- ifornia gulch where Leadville is
Henry W. Boutwell of Socorro, N.
a move toward changing the text ing ot free text books, which would now
located got up a posse and M., granted increase, rate of $15 per
books, at this time, would prove very be a move in the right direction.
came over to point some miles from month from Nov. 15, 1910.
I am indeed pleased to see
be
that
unpopular, and one that would
I was one of
the
Paul Mayer of White Oaks, N. M.,
met with vigorous protest. No, no, your valuable paper is unalterably op- Middle Park.
crowd.
granted original pension rate of $12
we are not ready for a change just posed to a change in our text books,
"Before I began using Cascarets I had
Tracking Desperadoes.
per month from May 10, 1910, as bad
yet, and hope that the territorial and it is deserving of the highest
a
"On swift horses we tracked the
pimples on my face,
guardian of the minor children of and complexion,
board of education will not consider praise and commendation
for its
food was not digested as it should
mounmy
down
into
Wet
the
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
month
Espinosas
also
$2
Frederick
per
Mayer;
it for a single moment. While it is stand in this matter.
have been. Now I am entirely well, and
CITY OFFICE IN
They were still killing additional for each of three minor the
true that a large majority of the
continue tain valley.
Hoping that you will
pimples have all disappeared from my
went.
we
Then
we
acas
knew
they
face. I can truthfully say that Cascarets
a
favor
in : fighting in the defense of the parents
teachers
heirs; also payment of invalid
change
were getting close to them.
One crued pension.
are just as advertised; I have taken only
some of the school books, and they of school children.
"
morning, just at daylight, we came
Chas. A. Leach of Deming, N. M., two boxes of them.
NEW MEXICAN DLDG.
have good reasons, still it is the parI remain,
Sheridan, Ind.
Clarence
R.
Griffin,
to
of
a
head
the
off
little
and
gulch,
ents that must be taken into considMost sincerely yours,
granted increase, rate of $50 per
trees
we
above
saw
the
a
thin
column
1910.
Taste Good.
from
Nov.
Potent,
2,
month
Palatable,
for
at
Pleasant,
V.
the
least.
CONWAY.
J.
eration,
present
OR
Do Good. Never Slcken.Weaken or Gripe.
smoke lifting. We judged this
Mrs. Qurina de Martin of Velarde,
In some of the rural districts they
County School Superintendent, of
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuwas from the camp-firof the Espin- N. M., granted original pension rate
ine tablet stamped CTC Guaranteed to
UNION DEPOT.
927
cure or your money back.
osas, and we surrounded the spot.
"Sure enough, the men were getValdez, Lynn;, air. and Mrs.
HOTEL ARRIVALS jfecto
Guadalupe Meuora,
Jose ting breakfast in a hollow Capt.
Glorieta;
ordered us not to shoot until
Eliseo Gallegos, Abiquiu; Dr. A. Kellett, Tucumcari;
Palace.
John Byrd, Buck- we were close in on the desperadoes,
Nick Medosa, Glorieta. Mex.
but one of the boys got excited and
J. Eaton, R. E. Twitchell, Las
began to fire too soon. The nephew
y
M.
Dr.
J.
gas; Hugo Seaberg, Raton;
For
elther acute or chronic kidney was killed instantly, but the uncle
AUTO CO.
Cunningham, S B. Davis, Jr., George'
made a wonderful fight, and got away
PainfU'
E. Morrison, Las Vegas; William Wat-- !
ZiV'
the rate oi $5.0 per hundred lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mall and
take Foley Kid through the trees and rocks. We folbetween Vaughn, N. M., and
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
Special automobiles furnished t ac- terman, Cincinnati; W. L. Burton, ney Plllg An honest an(J effectIve lowed him for weeks, but got no furRoswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any numter of paasengera Louisville; J. Carrey, J. A. Israel, medicine for
ther sight of him.
BUSINESS, REand
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
bladder
kidney
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with
A. B. Martinez, Monte Vista, orderg
"Later on, the old fellow was heard
Sold at Capital pharmacy
anj
MEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL 8AVE YOU A GREAT
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with Cal.; F. F. Doepp, Carlsbad; F. A.
of in the southern part of the state,
BU8Y PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor Sullivan, St. Louis; Asa D Hall, West-field- . THE STORY
Topoka & Santa Fe Railroad.
in a locality known as Grayback can
OF TWO
NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
MORE
STAMPS
Leave Vauglhn at 8:30 a. m., arrlv ranee for Santa Pe, N. M., by com
Infamouse
old
a
Tom
Tobin,
REMARKABLE OUTLAWS. yon.
la Raswell at 3:30 p. m.
Claire.
AND
SAVE
RosI
IS MONEY THE6E DAY8
TIME
out
with
went
of
after him;
the
dian fighter,
TIME,
municating
Manager
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrlvt well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
B. S. Phillips, Buckman; C. R. 'fosalone.
a
went
After
he
think
long
Terrorized Colorado and NorIn Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Hate fo ter, Santa Fe; Samuel Maxwell, Trini- They
hunt, he located Espinosa, and they
thern New Mexico at the Close
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four oi dad; W. A. Mcl'herson, St. Joseph;
Tobin
fought a duel to the death.
the
Civil
War.
Wilbur Smith, Denver; Jack Ashton,
each regular Mcket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either
outlaw.
Then he cut his
the
killed
PRICE-LIS- T
point
.
Richmond; Alejandro Sandoval,
In the summer of 1864 the Espi- head off and took it to Fort Garland,
16
One-lin- e
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inchee f
nosas came to Colorado.
"Bad men" where he received the $10,000 reward
Montezuma.
10c.
for
offered
had
the
Each
that
additional
on
line
same
government
stamp,
ware
in
those early days
plentiful
E. E. Ford, St. Louis; W. S. Hope20e.
the outlaw."
Inchee lone
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
well, Albuquerque; Dr. P. B. James, and bloody scenes cf violence freHerewith are some Bargain offered TIMETABLE ALL
but
15a.
men
quent
these
two
L.
set
St..
a
new
J.
Each
Taos;
Grove,
additional line on stamp,
Louis; Lorenzo
by the New Mexican Printing comin the art of murder, says NEW MEXICO PENSIONS
SSe.
One-lin- e
LOCAL TRAINS Delgado, Las Vegas; Tito Melendez, standard
over 3 2 and not over 5 Inchee lone
Stamp,
DURING
GRANTED
DECEMBER,
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
the
Denver
Post.
Mora; John J. Moran, Lyons; Dr. N.
i
earns stamp, 20c
on
Each
additional
line
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
W. Hitton, Endee; E. A. Will,
St 1' ere were two of the Espinosas
SSe.
One-lin- e
The foUowing are the time tables Louis;
bound, Jl; paper hound, 75c. Missouri
a man in the priicu of life and bia Delegate Andrews Aided Many VeteStamp, over 5 Inchee Song, per Inch
F. S. Hand, Denver; Ralph H.
of
local
the
railroads:
Dues
Receive
Just
to
Their
same
rans
Pleading forms, 5; Missouri Code
additional
line,
Each
r.ei
price.
hew.
The
Mr.
and Mrs.
Kinsloe, Albuquerque;
unjie iii.r been a mem6;
the two for
Pleadings,
From Uncle Sam.
io.
R. E.
Charles Horten-stein- , ber cf vr,e Territorial Assembly of
Alldredge,
(Curved llnea on Stamp count as two lines.)
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
Me
A. T. & & F. Ry.
D. N. Hartley, Springer.
Mexico.
one
in
body-haSom
that
Borders of all shapes, under 8 Inches long' way, 25c extra.
New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and 1903,
The following pensions have been
Leave
Coronado.
insulted him, and in the opinion
and
English
Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
granted New Mexico veterans during
Antonio Romero, Felix Santestevan,
bis friends, his mind became
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westfull leather $3.
Inch Inch In eiz, we charge for one
Sheriff's Flexible
of
December,
Where
the
month
just
passed,
type used is over one-haTaos; Silviano Roybal, Chamita; PerAccomufin'ed by his na- Cover Pocket Docket, single, 11.25-tw- bound, No. 10 eastbound.
fraction.
or
Inch
one-haand in most, If not in all cases,
line for each
or more books, 1 each. Nw
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews
DATES, ETC.
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
extended active aid to facilitate
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each.
town and date for
It is the nature of women to suffer has
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
Darter
any
Comal)
Local
of
the
pensions.
the granting
ation Corporation Laws, 75c Compil bound.
uncomplainingly, the discomforts and
In
Jose Leon Gonzales of Chapelle,
Ledger Dater month, day and year
fears that accompany the bearing of
ation Mining Li.-s50c.
ss
Money's
at Santa Fe, 6:30
arrive
line
Dater
Returning
N. M., granted increase, rate of $15.00
crownchildren.
is
Motherhood
their
Regular
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. m.
1910.
Dec.
sufferbrave
from
and
its
19,
ing glory,
per month
they
Deflnance Model Band Dstcr
sfceep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
ings for the joy that children bring.
Erasmus Gan of Santa Cruz, N. M.,
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
No
need
mother
expectant
9 westbound;
suffer, granted increase, rate of $15.00 per
No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Check
Protector
of
Pearl
wait
the
however,
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
period
during
month from Dec. 19, 1910.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
8TAMP PADS.
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby comes, if Mother's Friend Is used
Connection made with Automobile p. m
M.
Jose Urbano of Los Griegos, N.
event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
of
the
in
preparation
25 cents; 2
15
10
M,
2x3
1
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
centa;
cents; 2 14x8
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counter- granted original pension rate of $12.
-,
75 cents.
50 cents; 4
15 centa; 3
D. & ft. G. Ry.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros1910.
from
Jan.
5,
month
action, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation per
Leave 10:15 a. ro. for north.
well it 8:30 a. m, and arrives at Rosof Tucumcari,
Alfred Hartshorn
FOR 1YPE SPECIMENS ADDHESS
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
N. M., granted Increase, rate ot $20.00
system for a proper and natural
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
ending of the term, and it assures
per month from Dec. 13. 1910.
CO.
and arrives at Vaughn at p. m. The
JHEW
New Mexico Central Ry.
for her a quick and complete recovJuan Candelaria Salazar of Cubero,
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No ery. Mother's Friend is sold at
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
N. M., granted increase, rate of $20.
drug stores. Write for free hook for
la, $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 33 south and west
ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
per month from July 22, 1910.
mothers.
expectant
Roswell $10. Reserre seats on auto- - Arrive 8 p. m. with connection
of
B.
Coats
Tilford, Ky.,
Aaron
from
,
w. Dwatara. no. 33 east; No. 34 south and west BBADFIELD EEGTJLATOE CO.,
.v.
granted increase, rate of $24 per
Atlanta, Ga,'
of
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(Copyright, iqio, by Associated Literary Pre9l.)

Romance In a chemistry laboratory
seems, on the face of It, absurd, but
then Burke Laagton was a most unusual professor young, good looking,
good natured and not
a bit conceited. And Madge Walton,
at least so Burke thought from the
first, was quite unlike the usual run
of chemistry students.
She was always letting acids burn
her pretty fingers, accidentally blows,
tag up test tubes and beakers and
keeping the chemistry class In general, and Prof. Burke Lang ton In particular. In a state of perpetual excitement
The task of wooing Madge had been
anything but easy; not because
Madge herself was unwilling to be
wooed, but because It wasn't wise to
arouse college gossip and never
would be until there was an actual
engagement. To call on ber at her
dormitory was much too obvious, to
chance to encounter her In the campus
was well enough, but hard to arrange.
Once or twice when Madge had "let
things happen" In the laboratory.
Burke had had a chance to help her
and show her how great was his

i

wnemre perceived a rainf smut
Still her eyes were closed and she
was apparently unconscious. "Madge!
Madge!" he said in a voice that did
not sound like his own. "Don't yon
hear me?"
As he clasped her hands frantically
In his he recalled having heard of all
sorts of curious manias brough on
by over work, and yet he had never
thought of Madge as having studied
she didn't spend
much. Certainly
much
thought on chemistry. He
hurriedly reached to his experiment table for some strong ammonia
In the last hope of rousing her.
He put the uncorked bottle before
her and watched her anxiously. In a
second she had opened her eyes, sat
up and pushed the bottle from her,
and then as she saw the anxious face
before her, a look or mystmcation
came over her.
"Why, why, where am IT she
asked, rubbing her eyes and looking
about In alarm. "My, but that's
strong. I Just couldn't keep still another minute."
"It's all right, Madge, little girl,"
said the professor, lifting her to a
chair. "You'll feel better In a little
while." Then he stood anxiously
over her, looking down Into her

TOO MUCH

On several occasions he had
requested an Interview with her after
hours, apparently to help her with
her work, but really with quite dlf-- !
ferent intentions.
Finally, when the school year was
almost over, he took the final step
he asked her to go to town with him
to the theater. "I have something I
want to talk over with you," he told
her, trying to make his purpose clear,
"and of course It Is Impossible anywhere around the old college. We'll
Just make the theater a sort of an
excuse."
Apparently Madge was delighted.
She blushed, and then blushed all the
more to think that he had noticed
her blush. He was to get the tickets
for "something Shakespearean,'' and
they were to meet in town where
none of the college people could see
them. Madge was to spend the night
In town with friends, and he was to
return to college, perfectly happy.
The great day had come, and Burke
was sitting before his desk In a state
of blissful reflection on Madge's eyes,
and Madge's voice, and Madge's
amusing ways when some one stepped
timidly up to his desk.
"Professor Langton!" It was Indeed
Madge who was talking; she seemed
very grave and constrained. "Professor
Langton, I I I won't be able to
meet you tonight."
"Why, Madge, why, Miss Walton,"
he said, looking In vain for her usual
smile. "Of course you will It's all
I can't let yon off."
He
planned.
looked Intently Into her face to discover the cause of her sudden change
of heart. "What do you mean?" he
demanded.
She avoided his glance. "I I hoped
you would understand," she said. "I
can't explain."
Professor Langton would have insisted upon a more complete explanation had It not been for the Inevitable
approach of other members of the
class that
class. He
stumbled through his lecture somehow, experiencing all the tortures of
uncertainty. When he had finished
and had entered the sanctum of his
Inner laboratory he felt as If he had
endured years of aging. "I hoped you
would understand,"
she had told
him. "1 can't explain." He recalled
the words and saw again the look of
anxiety on her face. Yes; she understood how he felt and only wanted
to save his feelings.
Then the vision of her as he had
last seen her came to his mind. She
had left the room with two of
those tall, overbearing,
seniors. Just how he did not understand, but somehow, he was sure,
those seniors were responsible for the
She had been with them
change.
he remembered. They
continually,
were making her another of that
tiresome type of college
girl. And yet there came back the
certainty again and again that Madge
really and truly liked him.
When the afternoon had dragged
away and the monotony of dinner he
thought of the tickets In his pocket
and was Inclined at first to invite a
fellow professor to share the evening's entertainment with him, but
the thought of going without her was
Impossible.
So It was that Burke sought
In the laboratory, to 'go on
and
with an Important experiment
try to work himself Into a state of
scientific Indifference. It was about
7:30 when he reached the 'building.
It was, as usual, closed for the day,
but with the use of his latch key he
gained admission. He groped his
way through the main hall, up the
stairway, along the corridor toward
the laboratory. Suddenly he stopped
ever-prese-

t,

short

"Great heavens!" he said aloud,
And then a sickening
dread came
nrpon Mm as he realised that he had
tumbled In the dark upon something soft and human. In the deep
ehadow he could see the graceful
figure of a girl, covered with black,
lying motionless upon the stone floor.
'It's one of those poor, overworked students who's fainted from
fatigue," he thought with a touch of
annoyance as he bent down over her,
and then realized that students
couldn't be In the building at this
time of night, as their work there
was over at sundown.
To call for assistance was useless,
as there was no one within call of his
voice. He hurriedly lifted the limp
form In his arms and carried it up the
stairs Into the laboratory. There he
laid It down on the floor while he
reached to snap on the electrlo
lights.
It was Madge Madge enveloped In
an academic gown, with a black cloth
drawn over her eyes. Almost faint
with dread, he felt her pulse and listened for her breathing. Everything
was perfectly normal, but still he
could not rouse her. In. a lecond he
had the bandage from her eyes and
was throwing water ..Into her face,

IS BAD WOLGAST WILL FIGHT "DRAM

BY JOHN KLINQ.
B. Bowlee.)

(Copyrlht.
by Joeph
When 1 was a pitcher In
teams around Kansas City I
lost many games by trying to do too
much, by throwing too often, and by
wearing myself out by wasted efforts.
I was a failure as a ball player la
several towns before experience taught
me that one play at the right W.aot
is worth ten at any other tiiue. It
was the old "stitch in time saves nine"
idoa, but it did more for me than any
thing else to win games and to bring
me up in the profession.
When I began catching, one o! the
first things 1 learned was that the
catcher can break up a team q. aci.tr
than any one else can. He need not
even make an error to do it One of
the easiest ways to lose a game U for
the catcher to throw too much. He
may throw perfectly, and yet by keeping the Infield moving and out of position, expecting his throws and studying him Instead of watching the batter, he may cause the game to be lost.
My idea has been to make plays when
they count and not to use too many
signals. The inlielclers have a lot to
watch, and If the catcher keeps them
watching him all the time he takes
their minds off their other duties and
causes them to make blunders. First
and foremost in importance in winning
is that the catcher never shall make
or attempt to make any play, especial
ly a throw, unless absolutely certain
that the other men in the play have
caught the signal, understand what is
to be attempted, and are prepared to
make the play with htm.
There comes a time In almost every
ball game when the opposing team
has a good chance to win by scoring
a lot of runs in a bunch. The lnuing
in which that happens is the one In
which the catcher ought to pull off
his play. In bucIi a situation, when a
team is having a batting rally, it is
twice as easy for a catcher to catch
1910.

It was a good many minutes before
things were straightened out; before
the professor realized that Madge
the
waB
undergoing
preliminary
stages of her initiation to a secret
when
he
encountered her In
society
the hall, and that Bhe had been commanded by her Initiators to He perfectly quiet with her eyes closed no
matter what occurred, and before
Madge realized that the professor
wasn't In some way taking part In
the foolish performance.
"And why didn't you tell me why
you couldn't keep your dats with
me?" he asked.
"Because it was all a solemn secret
about the Initiation and we were
commanded not to tell,'' she said
"It's such an honor to be
simply.
asked to Join that no one ever thinks
of objecting even if they do have to
break their engagements.
I thought
you would understand when I told

j

i

In the following article, published
by the Chicago Tribune, Ad Wolgast,
the most Titicized pugilistic champion
in the ring today, attempts to answer
bis critics and incidtmtaliy tells what
his Intentions are In regard to Owen
Koran and the rest of the lightweights
who are clamoring at the championship door for recognition:
I am a fighter, not a press agent, but
hare been attacked so much and
roasted so generously that I believe
tt is up to me to tell the public a few
(acts. All this talk about my alleged
loafing does not bother me a bit, for
when I get in shape 111 step out and
make all my critics take off their hats
to ma.
And right here let me say that lior-awfU get the first chance.
I held
him to a draw in New York when I
had never fought anybody but dubs,
and had only been in the business a
year, so does it stand to reason that
I fear htm now, when I have improved
JSW per cent ana ne u the same
scrapper he was threw years ago? If
Motrin wants to fight me right sway,
why did he sign np for a three months'
toor on the stage? Not that I mean
that he fears me, but just the same
when It comes time to fight see if I
am not prepared before he la.
I have had two fights since I won
the title from Nelson last February,
and there has been an awful yell because I have not boxed oftener. It m
my "panning" friends would take time
to remember they wonld probably recollect that Nelson did not fight for six K'i
fliht with Cans.
months after hi- n
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THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

I

MAXIM universally
That is, if it is done right.

accepted that

ad:1I

Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and 1','
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for car- ':
PEOPLE

READ

ADVERTISEMENTS.

:"l

!

Wfi
i1

load lots.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING

LOVE

3

"Ad" Wolgsurt.

Is

m

And no one roasted him.

the Home Nest.

The strange contrariety of Jiuman
choice makes a deeply sore point over
which material love has to pass dally
and hourly when It sees son or daughter deliberately choosing for a
a nature in which flaws and incurable imperfections are plain to all
but the lover's eyes. Sad forebodings
possess the mother's heart as she ponders over a selfish girl, loved for the
beauty which must soon go; or an
earth-bonncold woman
who has
charmed by a flippant wit which
argues a somewhat shrewdish temper;
or sees her daughter place her life In
the keeping of one In whom she can
never find help in time of need, or
readily promise herself to a man in
whom self reigns supreme.
Yet, if the impelling force of attraction becomes irresistible and the
decision is deliberate, nothing but sin
ought to make opposition ever reasonable. Only the heart of a man or woman knows its own necessities; no
one can determine for them that
which is the outgrowth of their natures. When with a reluctance which
Is a pain too deep to welcome daughters and sons so chosen, she can only
hope to play her hard role of making
her law that love which "seeketh not
her own, is not easily provoked, think-etno evil." "but Buffereth long and
is kind." Of all home thoughts there
seems no ground for deeper or more
urgent consideration than these relations call forth.
life-mat- e,

d

h

Too Big a Risk.
"Did you succeed in selling old Nye
a lot in the new cemetery?" one of the
summer residents asked a native of

Harborville.

rkTTT?TTTa-I7TVi"I-

vertising pays.

under- -

Hard Position In Which Mother
Placed When Fledglings Leave

A

It is a BUSINESS

J

STRAIN

VATTD

i

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.

you rather go back to and Join that
fool society?"
"I think," said Madge, "I would
rather go with you."
stood.

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

BUY.

The professor was sitting on his
desk looking curiously at the girl
who had been taken from him and
now had been strangely
brought
back again. "See here, Madge," he
said, looking at his watch. "We'll
only miss the first act If you go with
me' now. Do you want to or would

professor

''

m BUSINESS.
N

you."

This time the

8EVEH

John Kllna. Pramlai-- Catcher fan ChW Declares Englishman Will Be His
First Opponent When He Returns
cago uuoa, tsiis how to win-- Let
Early in the 6pring.
Umpires Alone.

flushed face.

con-oer-

THROWING

!AC"

"No, I didn't," said the man, with
an expression reminiscent of both
amusement and scorn. "He said he
was afraid he'd never get the full
value of such an Investment"
"I can't see how he could help getting it," said the summer resident
"We all have to die some time."
"I know," said the native, "and I
reminded him of that fact, but he told
me he never could lay his plans from
month to month, and now two of his
nephews own yachts, he thought
more'n likely he should be lost at
sea." Youth's Companion.

John Kllng.
men off bases by fast throws than it
Is at any other stage of the contest.
The team that is rallying and sees
victory almost In hand always Is excited, and the base runners take more
liberties, longer leads and lose their
heads quicker than at any other time.
Excitement robB them of their natural
caution and the catcher who keeps
cool and keeps thinking can catch
runners off their bases frequently, and
perhaps break up a winning rally and
save the game. The Cubs have done
that many times, and It helped them
win pennants. I am not claiming I
won those games.
Confidence In each other is one of
the big elements in winning games.
The catcher who does not have confidence in his infield is afraid to throw,
and even when he does throw he
throws timidly. A bad first baseman
or one in whom the others have no
confidence makes bad throwers of all.
I believe in helping umpires and doing all I can to make- their work
easier. If they are let alone and not
nagged at their work is much more

satisfactory.
BADGERS PLAY SEVEN GAMES
Number of Contests Increased as Result of Systematic Csmpaign Carried on by Students.

Wisconsin will play seven games of
football next season as the result of
a systematic campaign which has been
carried on by the students, who demanded a longer schednle for the gridiron squad. The decision granting the
extension of the schedule was handed
down by the faculty the other day
after the athletic council had voted In
favor of seven games.
Owing to the reform wave which
struck Wisconsiri four years ago the
schedule was cut from seven to five
games, but the student body vigorously protested and finally won their

In the first bout that with Redmond
Milwaukee, I broke a small bone la
my wrist I know the accident has
been sneered at, btrt if any sporting
writer in the country doubts the seriousness of the injury I will show him
the signed affidavits of two of the
most prominent doctors of Milwaukee.
Stung by the criticism of a lot of Nel-

la

son boosters, I took on

a

young fellow

at a small town in Wisconsin two
months later to see whether my arm
could stand the strain. It was a foolish venture, for I broke the bone in
the same place again. Had my arm
stood the strain I would havs signed

to box Nelson In November, as I had
announced immediately after I won
the title.
Just when I will be ready to fight
is a question. I have been doing some
light work with my bad arm, and it
is coming along nicely. Naturally,
with a big fight in sight I wish to take
matters easily, and you can take it
from me that I will not enter the ring
again until I am absolutely certain
that the wing is O. K. When it gets
right, which I think will be In about a
month, I will be ready for any and all
of them. Fighting is the way I make
my living, and the cost of living is
pretty high.
I hear that Knockout Brown Is on
my trail. Who Is this Knockout person? I never heard of him until he
won from Tommy Murphy, and anyone
who cannot beat Tommy Murphy
ought to take to selling hair ribbons.
H Mr. Brown wants a fight he win
have to get a reputation first Let him
fight Moran or Attell, or some one of
class, and if he beats them I will be
ready to talk to him.
There is absolutely no chance of my
fighting Nelson unless the public
forces me into It.
Just by way of closing, I beg the
public to wait Just a little while. I
have had a long rest and feel like a
When my arm gets right
bulldog.
the boxing followers of the country
will see all they want of the light
weight champion.

point.

Dates for Spring Games.
In the absence of Connie Mack, the
e
series between the
local
Phillies and Athletics in Philadelphia
was arranged to start at Shibe park
inter-leagu-

on April 1. The negotiations were caron between John Shibe, representNot for Him.
r ried the
world's champions, and Horace
"Mamma," said the little boy, Td ing
Fogel, president of the Phillies. The
hate to be a clerk in a shoe store."
1911 series, as usual, will consist of
"Why so, dear?"
" 'Cause, when a woman with a nine games.
hobble skirt came in to buy a pair
Isbell at Pueblo.
o shoes, I'd have to take both her
Frank Isbell, the veteran White Sox
teet. tin in. .mi Jaoi'.
A 8IMPLE DEDUCTION.
player, Is about' to move his Wichita
team to Pueblo. Ti Wichita city
"You have no children," said Sher- fathers notified Issy that there would
lock Holmes, Jr., as he approached the be no Sunday baseball in that city
man who had Just stepped this summer and Frank Immediately
out of one of the fashionable clubs; notified them that there would be no
"or, if you have children, they are few baseball during the week then.'
:The Brass "Band?'
in number."
Oh, lucky ia the campaign band.
"Right you are. I have only one
The same old tunes It gnylx blows
child."
With occupation at command
"She la a girl."
No matter how the landslide goee.
"Correct again, old man. But how
so
the deuce do you happen to know
Started Well.
much about my family? You're a
"He has written a book telling how
stranger to me."
"It is very simple," replied the great to dress on a thousand a year."
"Is it convincingly and clearly writ
amateur detective. "I recently overhead another Bay that you belonged ten?"
"I only read the first line, then I
to nearly all the best clubs In this
city. I knew that if you had a son or decided that it would be a waste of
two you could not buy shoes for them time to read the balance of the book."
"What was
and pay club dues."
" 'First get your thousand.' "
well-dresse- d

ltr

No More Challenges.
manager
George Hackenschmidt's
says that m .future the big Russian
will refuse to wrestle unless the tiresome custom of introducing the challengers from tba stage on which he
works is done away with. And patrons
of the game will applaud this stand,
for the practise has gone beyond all

limits.

Huge Turk Coming.
Cotrelly, weighing 310 pounds, one
of the sultan's giant Turk wrestlers, Is
crossing the big pond, to make all
other grapplars now Inhabiting Chicago and other palaestra! centers look
like pieces of copper. Mahmout who
says he is now a thoroughbred American, says be does not draw the color
Una.
Lest You Forget
We do not like to always have
To tell you what to do and howj
But Christmas shopping la one thing
You really should tackle now.
Lesson From the Past,
The blarsted Yankees of the early
'40s had adopted as their slogan in
the boundary dispute: "Fifty-fou- r
forty

or fightl"

"We're hitting the line hard," they

explained.

At a later stage, however, being In
a more conciliatory mood, they agreed
to a oompromlse; but that is another

Today no business will increase permanently unless by soni
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say tha
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows tha
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAW
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER It cannot fail if it advertises th
right goods at the right price.
MERCHANT is noted by th
THE
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local apen
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must b
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sul
scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local pape
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
1
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it.
1
THE ADVERSISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are m
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you 1
Hi
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-

1

The "New Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

every post office in flew Mexico
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statistics that the number of farms 296 votes and Jack Johns, Democrat,
In some of the
agricul- received 136.
HOULD
SCHOOLS
At Cerrilios.
tural states have decreased in numCerrillf- - Jan. 10. A. L. Kendall
ber. As in live stock, we need not
far to ascertain the real signi- was
justice of the peace
OUT TO SE& search
rM
ficance for this seemingly anomalous by 79 votes against 38 cast for E.
reConstable Sandoval
All who investigate may Espinosa.
condition.
j
read, and will understand that labor ceived a majority. Judge Kendall is
o
Perils of Deep Overtake nas been aDle t0 secure better re one of Santa Fe county's oldest and
J i. rM -- wf-- :
staunchest Republicans and has held
jupcnnienuc.il
in other industrial pursuits:
Crews of Barges eff New turns
Good Books in Hands
And this leads me to the further pub,ic office llt various times.
observation that there is something
of All Pupils
England
THOSE BAD SPELLS,
artificial and unsubstantial about the
manner which draws labor from the 1 nmh nf (1,;.Jet, Ky. Mrs. Minne
SIXTEEN MEN ARE DROWNED' farms ind ranches to the cities and 7
leve
lTV
?'
equalization eosso
havfe been dead by now, had
omin-j1- "
and
and
factories,
pertinently
11
Hstancia, Torrance county.
haven't had
notFb"n
Cjardu1'
ously suggests many inquiries rela-o
ose
d spells since I
Money for the Treasury.
Eight-Fiv- e
on
Fishermen
Adrift
to
pros-jon- e
welfare
our
and
tive
future
reRailroads Are Making Property Territorial
Treasurer Otero has
t0 USfe this medlcine" Car-- i
an Ice Floe in the CasAgriculture has been the ba- - me.n!Ceda
Valuation Returns
ceived the following amounts for the
specific medicine for the ills
.....
.,.,.
f
,Jdul
exam! rom which
women suffer.
for 1911.
,
treasury: C. V. Safford, bank
pian Sea.
Made
T
i.
i!
me
a
perin
ueeaiiu'
of
nauoii.
taruem
K1
.
J!
ining fees, $5; S. I. Roberts, clerk
,
cuicm...
iods of our national life our imports
district court, $l,f'1.r.:
Cardui
is
a
reliable
Jan. 10.
and
Mass..
safe,
Highland
remedy,
Light,
laGame and Fish Warden Thomas the fifth
largely excelled our exports. In
Romero, clerk of the :'"Urth Seventeen
P. Gable h;is returned from a trip
men, comprising the cap- ter years the exportation ui the sur- has been successfully used by weak
K mero,
Cleofes
$:)21.70;
and ailing women for more than fifdistrict,
tain and crews of the coal barges
through Taos county where he found
products of our soil reversed
earnings, $1,154.2."; t'elso Corbin, Pine Forest and Treverton, plus
ty
years. Thousands of women have
much snow but says that there is no convicts'
of
conuitioi
the
3, and the balance
l"e
.iinty,
been helped back to health and hapfros: toward the constitution; in fact Lopez, treasurer of Santa
bound east in tow of the tug Bykens,
in
been
trade
has
largely
to stand $6,442.32; E. Pinney, treasurer
is going
Taos county
were drowned today.
The
barges our favrr. We have purchased with piness by its use. Why not profit by
Gun1
nalillo county, $9,320.87.
loyally by it.
were
driven ashore on Peaked Hill a lavish hand the products of other their experience? A trial will conKish Warden Gable, $4.75,
Fined $25.
Bars early today and soon went to cci'iitries in exchange for our agricul- vince you that Cardui is Just what
The game warden has received word
A fifty-milpieces.
gale is blowing tural Ei'rplus. Now we notice in our you need.
ihat Justice of the Peace E. F. Holand two life saving crews stood on foreign trade a steady diminution of
mes of Chloride, Sierra county, fined
immune iiiv i iirm. i
the sands powerless to launch a boat the ev.orts of agricultural products j EVMffWB&M
liililUII ui
iuiiuv
iiri:ry Hercirkh $50 and costs for vioor reach the barges with a life line. and an increase in the exports of
lin ion of the game laws on informa
The Peaked Hill Bars contributed manufactured articles. I do not re-- tion received from
Forest Ranger
more than one tragedy to the history gard this as a healthy condition.
X X 56 S S
X
however
Mr.
ITq Qjjj CUSlOITICrS
Benton
James Benton.
of the sea. It is a tradition that no am ieariui mai ine (..version oi our
Colo., Jan.
Denver,
declined to accept his share of 50 per
or
rain
The forecast is tonight
large vessel has yet grounded there energy from the farms, and ranches
cent of the fine and the fine was acand Other Friends
snow and colder; Wedne.-.ia- y
and escaped destruction.
to the factories spells an unnatural
to
reduced
$25.
cordingly
snow and much colder.
Fishermen Adrift.
Eighty-Fiv- e
which
re:
in
time
may
development
Educational Matters.
56
56
Astrakan, Russia, Jan. 10. Eighty-fiv- e act most severely upon our nation.
Superintendent of Public InstrucWill Find
You
fishermen were carried out into
for the causes which
In
tion J. E. Clark is sending out a cir- Varnishes at
GOBBEIjS.
the Caspian Sea on an ice floe today. have searchingabout these
cular list of books suited for school
seeming unbrought
If You Want to laugh drop into the A steamer from Baku has gone to
WE TAKE THIS OPPORto the tarlibraries in Xew Mexico, and apand see Jack 'at and the rescue but chances of any escape natural conditions we turn
tnnieht
edimproved by the territorial board of
iff, that most disputed and very
TUNITY to thank you for the
Jim Slim. Your last chance.
from death are poor.
The list was prepared for
ucation.
portant issue in last election. If the
Grand Millinery Sale Commencing
the territorial department of educabusiness that you have favortariff is responsible, then it is high
9th and continuing BIG MAJORITIES
tion by Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund for- Monday, January
time that it be revised, not by its
oil' of any
all week, we offer
FOR CONSTITUTION friends nor by its enemies, but by aj ed us with this year or for
merly instructor in the Drexel Insti trimmed hat in stock; liixral per
tute library and formerly librarian of
commission
that will
on everything else including
kind words, words of recomthe University of Xew Mexico. The centage
(Continued From Page One.)
delve into all the facts, and publish
store.
our
in
we
have
work,
fancy
we
introduction to the list is of interest We
so
all
that
may
know)
its findings,
mendation that you may have
will not carry over any of this
turned yesterday morning from Mora whether the burdens or favoritism of!
and is as follows:
Come in and .get
season's
goods.
C.
Ilfeld
of
Louis
We
in the automobiles
"The accompanying list is issued in
spoken concerning us.
the present system are fairly distribour prices at least. These pi ices are and William
Harper.
uted. This association courts the
response to numerous requests for aid for CASH
Mrs. Richards.
like
should
to
only.
write each one
"Governor Mills, C. A. Spiess and most exhaustive Inquiry into the cost
in the selection of books suitable for
off
advice
is
Wise"
the
"Get
tipped
Fe
train
boarded
Mr.
Santa
Ward
j school
libraries in New Mexico. The
live stock either on the
of you personally but our
Usue for Xo. 10, and went to Wagon Mound. of raising
list nas been purposely limited to a to you in the new au in this
or on the farm, and I promise
range
.
how
tells
you
Clar-also
He
F.
Andrews.
There they were met by Judge
few of the best books in each class,
host of friends is so large
in advance the active support of this
ence J. Roberts and the tour ai-- l association in the ascertainment of
and many excellent books are neces- to get wise. Keau tne an.
lilhat it is impractical.
dressed a big meeting last night, ail the facts.
Wedding Licenses A marriage
sarily omitted, but no teacher will
make a mistake in selecting any title cense was issued to Candid..; Ma?stas Bias Sanchez, superintendent of the
Your association has for years, urg- and Gravieleta Sanchez, of Santa Mora county schools, had charge of ed the creation by
included.
Congress of a per-"The books have been chosen with Cruz.
the arrangements for the meeting. manent
tariff commis
Real Estate Transfer O. C. Wat-so- He had advertised it so well that a sion. The establishment of the tariff
especial reference to conditions in
,
May the Coming
Xew Mexico, and are carefully gradt th
& Company yesterday had deed large crowd was present, 200 people
d ,
presi,i8nt was ai
ed: many of the books for the upper recorded in the sale of the new resi- being turned away. The remarks ofigQort gtep in the right direction. Wej
Year Bring You a
grades having been chosen because of dence of Xicola Ynnui ou New York the speakers met approval. Govern-jnf)nced a fuli.fledged tariff commis-o- r
,
Mills and Judge Roberts returned ,
their use as references in the 'Course street to Mr. and Mrs. B. .1. DeArcy;
sub-l
commend this
Full Measure of
of Study for Common Schools in Xew consideration $1 and otin.' valuable on the Limited this morning, the gov
to your most careful considera-- l
ject
Mexico."
ernor" going through to Santa re. tion. At present the tariff board isj
LOiisidtrauous.
Health, Happiness
"Where there is a choice in editions
Happy Jack becomes a hero at the Messrs. Ward and Spiess came in this considering the duties on three imis
of a work, the least expensive has us- Ellis' tonight.
and
afternoon."
a
It's biogr;.ph
and Prosperity.
portant schedules, viz.: pulp and pa-Bernalillo County.
ually been chosen, provided the print groat.
per, wool and woolens, and farm pro-anu binding were at least fair, but
"Bernalillo county wrill give at least ducts. While no publico hearings
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
many of the best books are published was recorded in the probate clerk's 1,500 majority for the constitution," have so far been held, it is necessary
under a copyright which prevents anv ollice from Jesse M. Stover of Stanley said H. B. Hening, the euergetic sec- - thatiir organization be fully prepared!
Yours Very Truly.
exico Bureau of to present our views at the proper!
cutting of the price, and teachers in to William Buckaberg ot Leuham retary of the "New
selecting their school libraries will Xeb., the consideration being $1 for Immigration, who arrived this noon1 time. We are not asking for special
do well to include a few of these more the SW
Sec. 20, T. 11 X., R. 9 E. from Alfhuquerque, for a conference favors, but we insist on the same
and several lots.
expensive books in each order.
with Governor , Mills. "A complete equality of treatment that is accordine department stronely urees Anniversary Mass An anniversary poll of Albuquerque revealed that at ed to o 'ier branches of industry or
that any school which can raise as mass will be said tomorrow at St present only fifteen per cent of the trade.
much as five dollars for the purpose Michael's College for the soul
The
of voters are against the constitution
tariff bill has
of starting a school librarv should Brother Hermes, late pusident of the and this percentage will be reduced been in operation fifteen months, and
make a beginning at once, adding institution and member of the terri by election day, as the friends of its effect on our industry can now be
We Have Built Up
more books whenever more funds are torial board of education, who died statehood are exceptionally and thor- accurately reviewed.
I stated at our
available.
last
The
annual
meetine
that
nlacine
should January 11, 1910.
the
teacher
oughly organized.
of hides on the free list meant a loss!
instruct
the
in
Sandoval County.
the
pupils
Don't Fail to See this Change at
to the cattlemen of the United States
proper care and preservation of the the Elks' it's the best yet. Show at
Public
of
Assistant Superintendent
books and should have some simple 8 o'clock.
Instruction Acasio Gallegos addreses of approximately $1.50 per head. Time
system ot organization of the library
From 20 to 46 Degrees That was a statehood meeting tonight at Ber has proven the correctness of that es
so that she will have a record of all the
range in temperature yesterday nalillo, Sandoval county. He finds! timate. Hides are today from three
the pupils who have read each book while the
average relative humidity little oliposition to the constitution to five cents lower than at the time
and each pupil will have a record of was 51
of the passage of the Payne bill. The
per cent. The lowest tempera- in that section. Tomorrow noon he
all bool s he has read. Further sug- ture last
night was 30 degrees and at speaks at Placitas and in the evening importation of foreign grown hides is
gestions as to securing and manag- 6 a. m. today it was US degrees. Yes- will address a mass meeting at
larger than ever in our history, and
ing a school library may be found in terday was a clear and warm day
From there he will go to Pena our exportation of leather and leathihe Xew Mexico public school anni- with only a few clouds visible
er goods, boots, shoes, etc., has also
along I'lanca and will talk there on Thurs-- ;
versaries book recently Issued by the the western horizon until about 9 p. dav.
surpassed that of any previous year.
The leather trusts and the leather
department, a copy of which has been m. when the sky became overcast with
Where Spell Binders Go.
sent to each teacher.
clouds moving from the southwest.
Hon. Jose D. Sena, secretary of the goods manufacturers are doing a
and increasing busines abroad,
"Through the kindness of the pubThe
Storm Atmos- territorial central committee of the larger
Aproaching
lishers, a copy of each book included pheric conditions were unusual this Republican party stated this morning all at the expense of the stockmen
WE HANDLE LUMBER
m this list has been
continues who are receiving less for the hides
the constitution
deposited at the morning and forenoon. Telephone that
in large quantities and have every
Prices
they
for
produce.
and
boots
territorial department of education wires and water pipes seemed to be to
arouse
enthusiasm
through
4
3
where they form a complete model singing. The sound of voices in the out
for
the suues ana otner leather goods are modern facility for furnishing the
the
Territory
were
a
tne
Deiore
for
very best rough or dressed
Uley
small school, and can distance was clear and resonant. adoptici. of the constitution and the!"16"'
library
bf inspected by all visitors.
Lumber
passeu so me winery
itineraries for speakers ""
Clouds hung low and the temperature following
proclaimed benefit to the consumer of of every description. We ar
"Jt is our hope that the list may was
thue
for January. have been planned:
remarkably
sultry
be revised and
enlarged from time to The "Western Union, telegraph wires Candelario Martinez and Margarito having cheaper boots and shoes and enabled to make the very best prices
other leather goods has proven to he for Lumber of such
time and the department invites criti- were down and the Associated
Press Romero, to Anton Chleo, Guadalupe
high grads.
cisms and suggestions from all inter- news filtered
mythical.
We will be pleased to figure on your
county.
through
slowly in the
ested in the growth ana usefulness of afternoon on the
contracts.
Judge Edward A. Mann, district atsingle wire to Den
our school libraries."
ver that remained. All betokened the torney of Bernalillo county, and Hon. JUSTICES AND CONSTABLES
Wants Information.
MAKE CLEAN SWEEP.
approaching of the storm from the C. M. Compton, delegate in the conThe educational
from
is northwest Pacific coast which
department
the stitutional convention,
Roosevelt county, to Fort Sum- Republican Nominees Were Elected
sending out a circular letter to secure Associated Press had announced yesinformation
about public libraries terday. The cold wave flag was dis- ner, January 13. Mr. Compton will
Yesterday Without Opposiand woman's clubs in New Mexico. played and the weather bureau
tion Anywhere.
pre speak at Vaughn on January 14.
The object is to get track of all the dicted rain followed by snow
The justices ot the peace for 1911
tonight
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was again in session this afternoon,
Chairman
going over this matter.
John F. Hinkle of Roswell presided.
Land Entries.
The following homesteaders made
entries at the local land office yester-day: Melvin E. Dwight, Moriarly.
Torrance county; Rufina Gallegos y
Alerterete Progreso, Torrance county
M. de
charIes x Eeiiand Mal-icounty;
V.'agon Mound, Mora
fharlps Petprsnn Fatsincia. Tor;;iiice
county, l'raulio Rivera, Santa
Guadalupe county; Benjamin
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Of Our Entire Stock of

Cloaks, Suits and Millinery
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Sherwin-William-
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For Your New Years Callers!

j

(B&HsasstKiKia

YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Bast line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.
A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A

COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

S.

f

,

u
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H. S. Kaune & Co.

Payne-AIdric-

RHflT UL&bo
1

SATI5FAUTION

HACK SERVICE

ASSURED"

LINENS

CORRICK'S HACK

Bnggies and Saddle Horses

h

Algo-done-

THE BIG STORE
May We Tailor You?

...

Good

Tailoring

r"
has been the mak
ing of many a man.
A

man always suc-

ceeds better

-

AMi;! ,.V
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more
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of the things

Charles W. Dudrow

Por-tale-
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gets

ways

j

V.
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he

goes after when he

good-excu- se

is

than

well

tailored,

when

he

if

iff

:'"

is

carelessly dressed.
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Trans-Mississip-

Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds "the patronage
of the best dressers in this locality. We win by the
force of the merit of our work. Our cutter is an

Artist and our Tailors are the most skillful craftman
that money can employ. Withal, our prices are not
unreasonable, when we say

-

For Trousers

THE

BEST

ON

EARTH.

.

j

n

well-know- n

'

n

$20.00, $25.00, $30.00 to $35.00
For Suits and Overcoats and
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00
Our Winter Woolens are

ft

ftUHlC JCC.
Caa

Nathan Salmon.
Taailor nd Clotheir.

!
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